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THE BOUNDARY OF A SIMPLY CONNECTED DOMAIN
AT AN INNER TANGENT POINT
JOHN MARAFINO

Let T* be the set of accessible boundary points at which the inner
tangent to dD exists. That is, if a e T* and w(a) represents its
complex coordinate, then there exists a unique v[d), 0 < v(d) < 2π,
such that for each ε > 0 (e < | ) there exists a δ > 0 such that
w

Δ = {w(ά) + pe : 0 < p < δ, \v - v(d)\ < | - ε} c D
and w —> a as w —> w(a),

w G Δ.

Let γ(a, r) represent the unique component of Z>ΓΊ {|w — w(α)| = r}
that intersects the inner normal {w(a) + peil/{a): p > 0 } , L ( Λ , r)
denote the length of y(α, r) and set ^4(α, r) = JQ L(a, r')dr'. Finally let ,4Z>* be those points of T* at which a non-zero angular
derivative exists.
Our main result is a purely geometrical proof of a theorem that
describes the boundary of D near a £ T*. As a consequence we
have
(1) a geometric description of the boundary of D near almost
every a € AD* that is a generalization of the geometric behavior of
a smooth curve,
(2) an answer on T* and hence on AD* of the two open questions and conjectures made by McMillan in [3, p. 739] concerning the
length and area ratios
L(a,r)
\
2πr

, A(a,r)
and v '2 } as r -* n0 .
πr

1. Introduction.

1.1. Many of the definitions introduced in §§1.1 to 1.3 can be found
in McMillan's papers.
Let D be a simply connected plane domain, not the whole plane,
and define on D the relative metric d^, the relative distance between
two points of D being defined as the infimum of the Euclidean diameters of curves that lie in D and join these two points. Let (D*, dD*)
be the completion of the metric space (Z>, dj>). Now D* = Du A*
where D is an isometric copy of D in D* and A* is the set of accessible boundary points of D. Any limits involving accessible boundary
points are taken in dD*.
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Let T* be the set of accessible boundary points of D at which the
inner tangent to dD exists. That is, if a e T* and w(a) represents its
complex coordinate, then there exists a unique v{a), 0 < v(a) < 2π,
such that for each ε > 0 (ε < π/2) there exists a <5 > 0 such that
Δ = {w(a) + peiv: 0 < /> < δ, |i/ - i/(a)|
<π/2-ε}cD
and ^ ^ α a s ^ - > ^ ( α ) ,
W GΔ.
With arg(w - ^(α)) defined and continuous in Z), we let i?* be the
set of accessible boundary points of D such that
liminf arg(w - w(ά)) = -oo

and

w—>a
weD

limsuparg(w - w(a)) = +00.
w—>a

weD

Points of R* are often called twist points. Using a one-to-one conformal mapping / of the unit disk onto D, one can establish using
a result of Koebe a one-to-one correspondence between A* and a
dense subset of measure 2π of the unit circle. We shall say that a
set B* c A* is a Z>-conformal null set provided that it corresponds to
a set of measure zero on {\z\ = 1} under this correspondence. This
definition is independent of the map / . Let z = g(w) be the inverse
of / that maps D one-to-one and conformally onto the unit disk.
Then for each aeA*, the limit
Urn g(w) = g(a)
weD

exists. We say that g(w) has a finite non-zero angular derivative at
aeA* provided there exists a finite non-zero complex number gr(ά)
such that for each Stolz angle A at a contained in D,
tim g'{w) = g'(a).
weΛ

Let AD* be those points in A* at which g has a finite non-zero
angular derivative. For each a e AD*, it follows that g' has a finite
non-zero asymptotic value along some curve ending at a. Since / '
is normal [2, p. 50] we have by [7, p. 267] that f has a finite nonzero asymptotic value along some path ending at g{ά) which in turn
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implies that / is conformal at g(ά). Consequently, a e T* and
AD* c T*. The first part of McMillan's twist point theorem [2, p.
44] nicely ties together all the concepts introduced in this section. It
states that A* = T* u i?* U N*, where N* is a Z>-conformal null set
and that T* \ AD* is a D conformal null set.
1.2. Let B be a subset of the plane and ε be an arbitrary positive
number. Define

λ{ε) = inf ]Γ 4 >
A:

where the infimum is taken over all countable coverings of B by disks
Δ^ of diameter d^ < ε. Clearly, 0 < λ(ε) < +oo and λ(ε) increases
as ε decreases so that
A*(B) = limλ(ε)

(0 < A*(B) < +oo)

exists. Λ* is a metric outer measure whose σ-field of measurable
sets include the Borel sets [9, p. 64]. Moreover, Λ* is outer regular
relative to the class of G# sets. The restriction of Λ* to this σ-field
is denoted by Λ and is called either the linear measure or the one
dimensional Hausdorff measure. The second part of McMillan's twist
point theorem [2, p. 44] states that a subset of T* is D-conformal null
if and only if the set of complex coordinates of its points has linear
measure zero. Since T* \ AD* is a D conformal null set we have by
this result that
(1)

A(T*\AD*) = 0.

In the remainder of this paper we will restrict our attention to T*.
A proposition P(a) will be said to hold for almost every a e T* if
{w(a): aeT* and P(a) is false} has linear measure zero. By (1) any
proposition holding for almost every aeT* will also hold for almost
every a e AD*. Consequently, Theorem 1, Corollaries 1 and 2, and
Theorem 2 in §1.3 can be restated using AD* in place of T*.
1.3. The main result of this paper is a geometric proof of a theorem
describing the behavior of 3D in a neighborhood of almost every
aeT*.
For each aeT* and r > 0, let a(a, r) be the measure of
the largest angle such that the sector
{w(a) + peiv:

0 < p <r,\v

-v(a)\

< a(a, r)} c D.
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If no such angle exists, set a(a, r) = 0. Note that for each a e T*
there exists an ra such that a(a, r) > 0 for r <ra. For each aeT*
and r <ra, let y(α, r) be the unique component of Dn{\w-w(a)\ =
iu
r} that intersects the inner normal {w(a)+pe ^:
p > 0}. We denote
r
the length of γ(a9 r) by L(α, r) and set 4(α, r) = / o £(α, r')dr'.
Measurability of the integrand is shown in [3, p. 730].
u
For each r < ra, we parameterize y(α, r) by wr(t) = tι (α) + re ,
Φ) < t < tx{r). For S c (0, r β ) , let ££(5) = {C e ^ * : tι (C) =
u
17
+
w(a) + re <W , r e S, and tι (α) + re -• C as ί -• ^o(r) }. That is,
EyjS) is the set of accessible boundary points determined by wr(t)
+
as t -> ίo(r) , r G iS. Similarly, £^(*S) is the set of accessible boundr
ary points determined by wr{t) as ί-^ h( )~, ^ S . Finally, set
E*(S) = El(S)ΌE%(S). In what follows h(t) is a positive real valued
function defined on (0, +oo) with the property that lim,_>o^(O = 0
An interesting case is when h(t) = kt for large positive k.
THEOREM 1. For almost every a$ e T*, there exists a set S c
(0, r β o ), closed relative to (0, r f l o ), .swcΛ ί/zαί
(i) °^*(5) c Γ* α/iί/

m(^n(Or))

=

where m denotes Lebesgue measure.
(ϋ)
lim arg(w(a) - w(a0)) = u(a0) + π/2
and
lim

aτg(w(a) - W(OQ)) = v{ao) - τr/2.

aeE'Js)
(iii)

Jim v(a) = v(aQ)

ifv{a^φθ

aeE*(S)

and
lim

ι/(α) = 0

(mod 2π)

ifu(ao) = O.

aeE*(S)

(iv)

Jim a(a,h(\w(a)-w(ao)\)) = π/2.
a€E*(S)
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If the boundary of D is a smooth Jordan curve, all boundary points
of D are accessible since, by a theorem of Caratheodory, any conformal mapping from {\z\ < 1} to D extends to a homeomorphism of
{\z\ < 1} to D. We need make no distinction between accessible
boundary points of D and the boundary of D. Recall that a curve
is said to be smooth if its parameterization z(t) has a continuous
non-zero derivative everywhere. Thus at each point of dD there is
an inner tangent. So T* coincides with the boundary of D. Since
the boundary of D is a smooth curve, this implies that
(a) the curve has everywhere a continuously turning tangent (and
normal)
(b) the oscillation of z{t) near z{a) must diminish as t -> a.
It is these two properties that (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 1 are characterizing. Clearly, at each point a e dD with S = (0, ra), properties
(i)-(iv) of Theorem 1 hold. (A consideration of the smooth boundary
of the unit disk'illustrates the need for h(t) in (iv) to tend to zero as
/ tends to zero.) Hence, Theorem 1 offers a geometric description of
the boundary of D near almost every aeT* that closely resembles
the geometric behavior of a smooth curve. In §1.4 we will display
an example that demonstrates how the smoothness property in (iv)
restricts certain boundary behavior.
From the proof of this theorem the following results will be immediate:
COROLLARY

1. For almost every
hminf
minf
r-+o

COROLLARY

\

2πr

aeT*,
= 7r.

2. For almost every aeT*

2

and for every ε > 0,

has density zero at 0; that is, 0 is a point of dispersion of this set [5, p.
184].
Using Corollary 2 we will then be able to show a secondary result
concerning the area of D near aeT*.
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THEOREM

2. For almost every a eT*,
lim

= =

.

2

πr
2
1.4. We make a few comments and display some examples that
highlight the properties of Theorems 1 and 2 and that lead to certain
conclusions.
We first compare (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1 to Ostrowski's condition: We say that Ostrowski's condition holds at a eT* if there exist
sequences {a'n} and {a^} of accessible boundary points of D tending to a e T* for which the corresponding sequences of complex
coordinates {w(a'n)}, {w(a%)} tending to w(a) satisfy

(i') axg(w(a'n)-w(a))-+v(a)
π/2,
(ϋ')

+ π/2, 3xg(w(a%)-w(a)) -> v{a) -

\w(a'n+ι)-w(a)\

\w{a'n) - w(a)\

{wja^)-w(a)\

'

M O - w(a)\

Let g(w) be a one-to-one conformal map of D onto the open unit
disk. Ostrowski's condition is necessary and sufficient for g(w) to be
isogonal (or conformal) at a given point [6].
McMillan observes in [4, pp. 68, 73] that at each a e AD*, g(w)
is isogonal and as a consequence Ostrowski's condition holds. This
observation is reflected in Theorem 1, parts (i) and (ii). It states that
at almost every a e AD* a condition slightly stronger than Ostrowski's
holds. In the following two examples we illustrate how this condition
restricts certain boundary behavior.
1. Let B* c T* be such that the local behavior of
dD near a$ E B* is similar to that shown in Figure 1. Let B =
{w(ao): #o £ ^*} and for each a$ e B* define ER(S) = {w(a): a e
W e w a n t t 0 s h o w Λ
R(S)}
( 5 ) = ° N o t e t h a t Ostrowski's condition holds on B*. In fact any sequence {arn} where a!n is on the
boundary over the intervals (I/2k + 1, I/2k), k = 1 , 2 , . . . , satisfies the condition. Thus the mapping is isogonal at these points. In
addition, using the results of Rodin and Warschawski [8, p. 5] there is
a finite non-zero angular derivative at such points. If we use property
(ii) of Theorem 1, then ER(S) is on the boundary near or over the
intervals (ί/2k + 1, 1/2/r), k = 1 , 2 , . . . , and it follows that S is
contained in the intervals (l/2fc + 1, I/2k), k — 1, 2, ... , on the
EXAMPLE

E
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FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

inner normal. Such a restriction violates (i) of Theorem 1 and hence
Theorem 1 fails on B*. Thus A(B) = 0.
EXAMPLE 2. Let B* c Γ* be such that the local behavior of dD
near a^ e J5* is similar to that shown in Figure 2. The Cn closely
approximate circles. Let B and ER{S) be as defined earlier. Again
Ostrowski's condition holds and so the mapping is isogonal at these
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points. Once again the results of Warchawski and Tsuji [9, p. 366]
show that a finite non-zero angular derivative exists at these points.
Using property (iv) of Theorem 1 with h{t) = lOOt we see that ER(S)
must be contained in the C2k, k = 1 , 2 , . . . . Again the density
property for S is violated. Hence A(B) = 0 by Theorem 1.
EXAMPLE 3. So far we have demonstrated in our examples how
Theorem 1 restricts certained boundary behavior where a non-zero
angular derivative exists. We now construct a nontrivial example of
boundary behavior that Theorem 1 does not restrict to sets of linear measure zero. We shall be working on the segment from (0, 0)
to (1,0) of the x axis which we denote by [ 0 , 1 ] . Our domain
D will be the half plane Im z < 0 and anything we join to it from
the construction. On the first step of the construction we remove the
middle third of the segment [0,1] and join there a rectangle R\ of
height /i = 1/3. We set Dx = interior ({Im z < 0} UR\). At the
beginning of the mth stage of the construction we are left with 2m~ι
segments of [0, 1]. From the middle of each of these we remove
a segment of length dm = 2 ~ m + 1 3 ~ m and join there a rectangle of
height Im = (I + 3m)3-m2-™-1.
Let RmΛ,
k = 1, 2 , ... , 2m~ι,
denote these rectangles and set Dm = interior (Z>m_i U (U^m,A:))
We let Z> = U Dm and we make no distinction between the accessible boundary points of D and 3D. Figure 3 displays stages of the
construction near 0. Note that dD n [0, 1] is a perfect set P such
that P c Γ and the Lebesgue measure of P is 1/2. Let B c P
be such that each p e B is a point of density of P. By the Density
Theorem [5, p. 187] the Lebesgue measure of B is 1/2 and it follows
that A(B) = 1/2. Using the results of McMillan's twist point theorem, we know a finite non-zero angular derivative exists at each point
of B, with the possible exception of a set of linear measure zero. By
removing such a set and relabeling B we can assume that the angular derivative exists at each point of B. At each point p e B the
intersection of the circular projections of B n[p, 1] and B Π [0, p]
onto the inner normal at p is a set Sp at which Theorem 1 holds.
We have constructed an example of boundary behavior that Theorem
1 does not restrict to sets of linear measure zero. In this example we
also have at almost every point aeT*,

,. A(a,r)
1
v
J
hm
' = -.
r-+o

πr2

2
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We finally consider Corollary 1 and Theorem 2. In [3] McMillan
proved that except for a £>-conformal null set of A*,
hm sup —-—•—
> x and lim sup \ > ^ 1
2
2
" 2
πr
πr
~2
2πr " 2
r _o
After considering a particular example, he then conjectured [3, p. 739],
[4, p. 74] that except for a D-conformal null set of A*,
. Γ A(a,
r)
1
- . . L(a, r) ^ 1
v
limmf,
' 2 ' < - and tlimmfΓ \ J < -.
_o
π
r
~
2
r-o
2πr " 2
r
In this paper we not only confirm this conjecture on Γ* but also
evaluate these quantities.
lβ

2. Proof of Theorem 1 and of Theorem 2.
2.1. Let
JF* = {a0 e Γ*: for any relatively closed set S c (0, raQ)
one of the properties (i)-(iv) fails}

and F = {w(a0): a0 e F*}. For any ί * c F * 5 let B = {w(a): a e

B*}. We must show that A(F) = 0.
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2.2. Suppose to the contrary that A*(F) > 0. Since there exists a
bounded subset B of F such that A*(B) > 0, we replace F by such
a subset and assume without loss of generality that F is bounded.
Let ε0 satisfy 0 < ε0 < π/10. Associate with each aeF* rational
numbers a(a), β(a), γ(a) such that
π/2 -εo<

a(a) < π/2,
iv

A(a) = {w(a) + pe

\v(ά) - β(a)\ < ε0

:0<p<

and

y{ά), \v - β(a)\ < a(ά)} c D.

It follows that there exists a B* c i7* such that for all a e B*,
a(a) = α 0 , /?(α) = β0, γ(a) = y0, and A*(5) > 0. By replacing F*
by 5* we can assume without loss of generality that for all aeF*,
a(a) = αo, j5(α) = /?o> and y(α) = yo Again associate with each
aeF* a straight /(α) such that
/(α) intersects the segment {w(α) + peiβ<>: 0 < p <
γo} at right angles and the Euclidean distance from the
origin to /(α) is a rational number and one component
of A(ά) \/(<z) is triangular.
Since {/(α)} is a countable set, there exists a f i * c f such that
for all αeB\
/(α)=/0 and A*(B) > 0. We thus replace F* by B*
and assume without loss of generality that for all α e F * , /(α) = 4
For each α e F* we define Δ'(α) to be the triangular component
of A(α) \/Q . The set \JαeF* Δ'(#) has at most countably many components, one of which has the form G = \JαeB* Δ'(α) where A*(B) > 0.
Replacing F* by B* we again assume without loss of generality that
G = \JαeF* Δ'(α) is connected. Thus, part of the boundary of G is a
closed segment lying on /Q and the rest of the boundary is contained
in one of the half planes determined by C \ /Q . Without loss of generality we may assume that /Q is the x axis, /Q Π dG, is the segment
from (0, 0) to (m, 0), which we denote by [0, m], and dG\[0, m]
lies in the upper half plane. Using the construction of G and the fact
that, § — e*o < βo < TO > o n e *s a ^ e t 0 d e fi n e a function f(x) on
[0, m] such that
dG = Γu [0, m]
;

/;

where Γ = {(*, /(*)): JC e [0, m]}

|/(JC ) - /(JC )| < \\x' - x"\

for all x', x

/r

and

G [0, m].

It follows that dG is a rectifiable Jordan curve that contains the point
set F c Γ and that A*(F) > 0. Let e = Λ*(F).
We shall make no distinction between dG and the set of accessible
boundary points of G.
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We now construct a subset B* of Γ* so that
(i) B is a closed, Λ-measurable subset of Γ for which A*(BnF)
>0
(ii) po = dist(B, [0, m]) > 0
(iii) If P is the projection map from Γ -»[0, m] then f'\p(B) is
continuous.
We have the inequalities Λ*(P(X)) < Λ*(X) < 3Λ*(P(X)) for any
subset of Γ. The second inequality is true since / is Lipschitz with
character 1/3. Since / is Lipschitz, the subset of [0, m] where / is
not differentiate has Λ* (and thus Λ) measure zero. Thus, by Lusin's
theorem, / ' is continuous on some closed subset B of [0, m] where
Λ*([0, m] \ B) < ε/6, and we may assume that B c (0, m). Let B
be such that P{B) = B. Then
A*(BnF)>A*(P(BnF))
= A*(P(B) ΓΊ P(F)) = Λ*(i? Π P(F))
- A*(P(F) \ B).
Now Λ*(P(F)) > β/3 and A*(P(F) \ B) < Λ*([0, m] \ B) < ε/6.
Thus,
A little thought shows that if w edDndG then there is a unique accessible boundary point a of D, with complex coordinate w , which
is accessible through G. Using this observation for each w e B defines a set B* with all the desired properties.
2.3. We have the following information on B* and B:
(i) For each a e 5*, define N(w(a)) = Arct<ιn(f'(P(w(a)))) - f .
Since f'\p(β) is continuous, N is continuous on B. Also, N(w(a))
satisfies the same inner tangent condition as v{a). It follows from
the uniqueness of v{a) (recall the definition of Γ*) that N(w(a)) =
v{a) and as a consequence v[a) is continuous on B*. Thus Property
(iii) of Theorem 1 holds at each point a of B*. We now show that
Property (ii) of Theorem 1 holds at each point a of B*. In fact, let
aoeB*.
Since / ' is continuous at P(w(ao)),
lim
P{w(a))>P(w(a0))
a->ao,aeB*

aτg(w(a)-w(ao))

^
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Similarly,
lim
P(w(a))<P(w(a0))
a-+a0, aeB*

zrg(w(ά) - w(a0))

= arctonf'(P(w(ao)))

- π = ι/(α0) - ^

(ii) For each w eB, w = κ (α) with aeB*, and for each r > 0,
define α ^ w , r) to be the measure of the largest angle such that
{w + peiv\ 0 < p < r, |i/ -i/(α)| <αG(w, r ) } c G .
If no such angle exists, set OLQ{W ,r) = 0. Note that aG(w, r): is
analogous to α(α, r) defined in §1.3. From the construction of G,
O:G(W , r) is positive for all w e B and r < po = dist(l?, [0, m]). Fix
r < pQ. After drawing a picture and using the continuity of v(ά) at
do, one sees that α ^ i t ; , r) is uppersemicontinuous at WQ = tι (αo) \
that is,
Jim α σ ( t t ; , r ) < aG(wQ, r ) .
We shall show that there exists^ closed subset B c B such that
Λ*(2? Π F) > 0 and for w ,
woeB,
lim αc(i(;, A(|ty
From the uppersemicontinuity of OLQ 9 for each r < po, C*G:(W , r)
is measurable on 5 . We let {rn} be a sequence of numbers such that
rn -> 0 and rπ < />0 for all n . We define an(w) = α G ( ^ , rn) on 5
for each «. The sequence of measurable functions {an(w)} defined
on B converges pointwise to the function αo(w) = π/2. By Egoroffs
Theorem [5, p. 108] there exists a measurable subset B\ c B such that
A*(Bχ ΠF) > 0 and such that α π (tu) converges uniformly to ao(w) =
π/2 on 2?!. Since 2?! is measurable there exists a closed set B c Bχ9
such that Λ(J?i \B) is sufficiently small to ensure A*(BΓ\F) > 0. We
now let tϋ , tϋo G J? and let ε be an arbitrary positive number. Since
{an(w)} converges uniformly on B to π/2, there exists N > 0 such
that |π/2 - a^(w)\ < ε for all w e B. Let w be sufficiently near
WQ to ensure that λ(|w - WQ\) < rN. Thus, for all w eB sufficiently
near woeB,
|π/2 - aG(w , A(|w - t^ol))l < |π/2 - α^(iϋ, rN)\ < ε .
(iii) By replacing B with 5 one can assume without loss of generality that the properties listed in (i)—(ii) above hold on 5* and B
and that B is closed. In addition, since
aG(w , h(\w - wo\)) < a(a, h(\w(a) - w(ao)\)) < π/2
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we have that
lim

a

~*ao
a,ao£B*

a(a, h(\w(a) -

W(OQ)\))

= π/2

and this is property (iv) of Theorem 1.
2.4. Since almost every point of B Π F is a point of density for
B ΠF and Λ*(2? ΠF) > 0, there exists a point w0 = w(ao) E B ΠF
that is a point of density of the set. We fix this WQ and consider the
circular projection of Γ onto the inner normal at WQ . (Recall that
the tangent to Γ exists at WQ.) Using the Lipschitz condition from
§2.2 it can be shown [1, pp. 33, 39] that the restriction of the circular
projection to that part of Γ to the right of w0, that is, the part of
Γ from W(OQ) to (m, f(m)), is a one-to-one map and that WQ is
a point of density of the image of B under such a map. Similarly,
the restriction of the circular projection to that part of Γ to the left
of WQ is one-to-one and WQ is a point of density of the image of B
under such a map. As was done in Example 3 we define Sw to be
those points on the inner normal at w$ , whose distance from w$ is
less than p$, that are the intersection of the circular projections of
that part of B c Γ to the right of WQ and that part of B c Γ to the
left of w0. Let S = {p: w0 + peiv^
e SWQ} . It follows that S is
closed relative to (0, p0) and 0 is a point of density of 5 on (0, po).
Letting ER(S) = {w(a): a e EftS)}, EL(S) = {w(a): a e E*L(S)},
and E(S) = {w(a): ae E*(S)}, and using the one-to-one property of
the restricted circular projections, one has that ER(S) is contained in
that part of B to the right of w0, EL(S) is contained in that part of
B to the left of w$, and E(S) is contained in B. Thus from §2.3 we
have an a$ e F* and an S that satisfies all the properties of Theorem
1. This is a contradiction. Thus F must have linear measure zero
and the theorem is proved.
2.5. A result that immediately follows from (ii) of Theorem 1 is
that for almost every a eT*,
L(a,r)
1
lim —^
=- .
r-o 2πr
2
res
From this Corollaries 1 and 2 can easily be established. We are now
ready to prove Theorem 2. We let ε be an arbitrary positive number.
Using the defining properties of the set Γ* it follows that
Γ

(1)

lim mf

\

> - -ε
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for every aeT*.

We set

For almost every aeT*, H is a measurable set that has density zero
at 0. From §1.3 we have that
A(a,r)=

[ L{a,r')drf
Jo

= /

L{a,r')dr'+ ί

JHΓι(0,r)

L(a,r')drf,

JCHΠ(0,r)

where CH denotes the complement of H,
< (2πr)m(H n (0, r)) + (1/2 + ε)(τrr2).
Hence
(2)

ii

πrz

r-*o

r

Using (1) and (2) we have that the limit exists and is 1/2.
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